Introduction

Complication is described as a confused condition arising out of previous conditions. Diabetic complications are increasing with the severity of the disease [1]. Most of the complications in diabetes are similar regardless of the type of diabetes. These complications account for the major morbidity and mortality associated with both type 1 and type 2 diabetes mellitus [2,3]. Diabetic complications are generally categorized into macro vascular and micro vascular conditions. According to Smelters and Bare [4], macro vascular dysfunctions or complications results from atherosclerotic changes in the larger blood vessels. Different types of macro vascular diseases (coronary artery disease, cerebral vascular disease and peripheral vascular disease) may result, depending upon the location of the atherosclerotic lesions [5]. Cardiovascular disease (coronary artery disease) is the major macro vascular complication and includes mainly myocardial infarction and stroke [6,7]. The risk for cardiovascular disease is 4-8 times higher for people with type 1 diabetes [8]. The major micro vascular complications are diabetic retinopathy, diabetic nephropathy and diabetic neuropathy [6]. These are the diseases of small blood vessels where the basement membrane in the capillaries and arterioles thickens [4].

Complications of diabetes mellitus

Vascular complications in diabetes arise from persistent chronic hyperglycemia. These complications are generally categorized into macro vascular and micro vascular conditions (Figure 1). The risk factors for diabetes and associated complications are depicted in Figure 2. Hyperglycemia appears to the primary cause of micro vascular complications whereas macro vascular complications may involve other factors besides hyperglycemia [9] (Figure 1 & 2).
Macrovascular complications: Smeltzer and Bare [4] described macro vascular diseases as atherosclerotic changes in the larger blood vessels. This invariably means that the central mechanism for macro vascular complications is atherosclerosis [10]. The process involves chronic inflammation and injury to the arterial wall in the peripheral or coronary vascular system. Acute vascular infarction subsequently results from accumulation and rupture of oxidized low density lipoprotein (LDL) particles in the endothelial wall of arteries. The main macro vascular complications associated with diabetes are cardiovascular diseases (mostly coronary artery disease), cerebral vascular disease and peripheral vascular disease.

Coronary artery disease: Coronary artery disease (CAD) which was formerly considered as a cholesterol storage disease is now understood to be an inflammatory disorder characterized by atherosclerotic changes in the coronary arteries. The whole process represents a complex interaction of various risk factors including the arterial cell wall and the blood as well as the molecular messages that they exchange [11]. CAD is a major health concern and the leading cause of death in individuals with type 2 diabetes [12,13]. CAD is usually asymptomatic and often leads to sudden cardiac death of patient [14]. The most common of CAD in individuals with diabetes is myocardial infarctions. It probably account for about 60% of all diabetes associated mortality. Lack of early warning signs makes this complication very deadly [15].

Cerebral vascular disease: Cerebral vascular disease occurs due to atherosclerotic changes in cerebral blood vessels. It often involves the formation of an embolus in a different location in the vascular system which then lodges in a cerebral blood vessel. The formed embolus due to blockage of blood flow to any part of the cerebral region can cause transient ischemic attacks and strokes. This pathological situation is complicated in patients with diabetes. In fact, recovery from stroke may be hampered in diabetic individuals with extremely high blood glucose concentration at the time of diagnosis [15]. Effective glycemic control is therefore vital and important in the prevention of cerebral vascular disease as a diabetic complication.

Peripheral vascular disease: Peripheral vascular disease is also referred to as lower extremity arterial disease (LEAD). It occurs as a result of atherosclerotic changes in the large blood vessels of the lower extremities and is clinically identified by intermittent claudicating and /or absence of peripheral pulse in the lower regions of the body such as the legs and feet [4]. Chronic hyperglycemia which is characteristic of diabetes engenders oxidative cell environment which ultimately damage peripheral blood vessels and impairs blood flow to the lower extremities of the body. Severe arterial occlusions in the lower extremities are principally responsible for cases of gangrene and amputations in diabetic patients [4].

Micro vascular complications: Micro vascular complications are diseases of small blood vessels usually developed in diabetes. The major ones are retinopathy, nephropathy and neuropathy and are respectively leading causes of blindness, end-stage renal disease and various painful neuropathies [6]. The incidence of micro vascular lesions involves the thicken of the basement membrane in the capillaries and arterioles of blood vessels of the retina and kidney [4,16].

Diabetic retinopathy: Diabetic Retinopathy is one of the micro vascular complications experienced by individuals with proliferation disease. It usually causes visual impairment and sometimes total blindness [17]. Diabetic retinopathy is the leading cause of blindness in the United States of America among all categories of diabetic patients (old and young). Diabetic retinopathy can be classified into background retinopathy and preproliferative retinopathy which are respectively characterized by partial occlusion of the small blood vessels in the retina with formation of micro aneurysms in the capillary wall [18] and total occlusion of the small blood vessels in the retina leading to destruction of retinal capillaries [19].

Diabetic Nephropathy: Diabetic nephropathy is an end-stage renal disease with an incidence rate of 40 percent of all patients with type 2 diabetes [20]. It is the leading cause of end-stage renal disease in the United States and other parts of the globe like Europe, Japan [21]. Early detection and employment of appropriate renoprotective treatments of susceptible patients is very important. Type 2 Diabetic patients with microalbuminuria are on the average 15 times more susceptible to compared to those with normoalbuminuria [22,23] Where as, about 29% of all patients with type 1 diabetes develop persistent microalbuminuria. Patients with diabetic nephropathy often rely on kidney dialysis or transplantation.

Diabetic Neuropathy: Diabetic neuropathy constitutes a wide range of abnormalities involving both somatic and autonomic nervous system [24]. It is described as a group of diseases that damage the nerves, including peripheral (sensory motor), autonomic and spinal nerves. Chronic hyperglycemia over a period of years has been accounted as the cause of neuropathy [25]. Neuropathy may be sensory motor neuropathy or autonomic neuropathy. While the former affects the distal portion of the nerves, more especially the lower extremities [26], the latter engender a broad range of dysfunctions affecting almost every organ and system of the body. Glycemic control and tissue transplant from the islets of Langer Hans can be used to delay or prevent the development of neuropathy [27].

Conclusion

Diabetic complications worsen diabetes cases, increase mortality rate of the disease and puts enormous burden on health care resources of countries. Therefore, efforts geared at preventing these complications will greatly lessen the devastating effects of diabetes and its complications on the global populace.
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